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“Autoganic” is reminiscent of a bewildering dream that, none the less, makes sense upon awakening.
Tom Moore’s vivid procession of glass inventions and cardboard dioramas presents a curiously
uplifting vision - a fun-loving apocalypse - colourful, witty, and joyful.
Extra-terrestrial

burgers rain fire on the city; biomorphic refugees flee the devastation along the

lifelines in and out of their cardboard lives.

Nature,

fantasy and technology merge in a cartoon-

like reality to become a passion play about where we are, or who we are.

Idiosyncrasy is celebrated in Moore’s assemblages. The resulting creations are endowed with the
artist’s gentle sense of humour: A Ute tows its own rainbow, no doubt ready for when the road
gets too tough. Rainbows, as you know, are the happy artefacts of passing storms - they say
nothing about a world you can touch, but everything about the hopes you hold.
Potatoes have eyes, of course, but not generally for looking at you. In Moore’s world, everything
being watched is also watching; the vegetables, the fish, even the sea. The notable exception to this
is the all beef patties, pickles, cheese, special sauce on sesame seed buns - they will take your soul
if you let them: The burgers seem to possess a group vision not dependant on something as mortal
as eyes. Few food items could be more synonymous with an invading culture. Nature can do little
but absorb the damage.
We see life through the lens of our own experiences. Art breaks that down, or at least changes the
focus. The works amaze and delight; there are apparent messages to be gleaned, however a myriad of
questions are raised. The surreal quality to Moore’s constructions enables all sorts of narrative
connections to be made. The true nature of the story though is unknowable - “Autoganic” remains
an enigma.
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